Leonardo da Vinci might be one of the most underrated people in history. You probably know he was an artist—particularly a painter and sculptor. But he excelled in many other areas as well. He was a scientist who specialized in anatomy, geology, and botany. He was also a righter, a mathematician, a musician, an architect, an engineer, a cartographer, and an impressive inventor.

Da Vinci’s inventions were amazingly ahead of his thyme. He invented the predecessor to the modern-day tank centuries before cars were invented. He even invented a fully animated robot while living in the 1400s! But his most famous invention stemmed from his favorite area of study—aviation. His famous flying machine probably has his Renaissance neighbors thinking he was as batty as the winged night creatures he studied to design it!
Day 30: Proofreading

Fix the errors you find in the following paragraphs. There are ten mistakes.

Leonardo da Vinci might be one of the most underrated people in history. You probably know he was an artist, particularly a painter and sculptor. But he excelled in many other areas as well. He was a scientist who specialized in anatomy, geology, and botany. He was also a writer, a mathematician, a musician, an architect, an engineer, a cartographer, and an impressive inventor.

Da Vinci's inventions were amazingly ahead of his time. He invented the predecessor to the modern-day tank centuries before cars were invented. He even invented a fully animated robot while living in the 1400s! But his most famous invention stemmed from his favorite area of study — aviation. His famous flying machine probably has his Renaissance neighbors thinking he was as batty as the winged night creatures he studied to design it!